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SMALL GROUPS:
Intentionally transforming people in loving community!
Small groups are the ideal place for you to:

Connect with others in life-giving fellowship.

Learn more about yourself and God.

Grow in your relationship with God.

Hold each other accountable for your walk with Jesus.

Live out your spiritual gifts supported by friends.

Make an impact whilst living out your God-given purpose.
We believe that life happens in community!
Contact NADJA to join a small group near you! nadjaa@bmc.org.za / 011463 2333

Guide for Small Group meetings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Welcome: How was your week? How goes it with your soul?
Worship: Singing or listening to songs, recite poems etc., prayer
Word: Read the Bible
Discuss the questions asked
Find a way to apply at least one learning to your life
Minister to each other (pray and encourage)
Reach out: Discuss opportunities to SERVE and pray for SA, the government, BMC,
and others.

This booklet offers devotions, background information
and questions for reflection and discussion.
Small Group members are encouraged to read the devotions, investigate the background of the
Biblical passages and prepare the answers to the questions assigned to each week.

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/bryanstonmethodist
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Every faculty you have, your
power of thinking or of moving
your limbs from moment to
moment, is given to you by
God. If you devoted every
moment of your life exclusively
to His service, you could not
give Him anything that was not
in a sense His own already – C.S.

SHINING
GOD’S
LIGHT:

STEWARDSHIP

Lewis, Mere Christianity
A successful life is not about having it easy; it is about living a Godly life. We
have everything we need in Christ, but how we see the world and everything we
have, depends on the condition of our hearts. When we connect to God and
make him the focus of our existence we see things differently.
As we journey through life we achieve milestones and hit potholes. Through it all we
embrace life with passion, mentally striving for creative solutions, emotionally sharing our
love, joys, losses and fears with each other. We strive for emotional happiness, comfort and
good health. Popular culture strongly emphasizes and celebrates the rights and importance
of the individual which sometimes makes us forget that we need other people. The pace of
life, our tenacity, talents and experiences propel us forward until we reach that place where
none of it matters: we hit a wall – alone. We realise that we have little control over what
happens to us and that a lot of the things we thought we could not live without, had little,
or no real value in the end.
Some of us get frustrated with our circumstances, confused with our purpose and then
doubt creeps in and interferes with our relationship with God. We frantically try to write
our own story forgetting that we are characters in God’s story. Life’s entire journey has
one purpose and one purpose only: To glorify and love God. It doesn’t matter who you are
or where you do it from (living in a shack or palace), you are God’s light in this word.
All we have are gifts from God. From our bodies, minds and emotions, to the earth we live
on. We were given special abilities in order to love and serve God, each one made for a
specific purpose. The Holy Spirits empowers us to do what we need to do, extending our
reach. We are not alone and vulnerable, we have the same
power inside us that raised Jesus from the dead!
God created us for relationship and gave us a community (the
church) to belong to. It is impossible to follow Jesus loneranger style; we all need relationships, love, encouragement,
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counsel and help. Each one of us will be held accountable for what was entrusted to us (our
bodies, our possessions, our relationships and our world. Stewardship connects everything
we do with what God is doing in the world. When we are faithful with all that God has
given us we further his Kingdom: shining his light on earth.
Let our lights shine bright!

Pete and Nadja
INDEX:
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Week 4: The Environment - Our Legacy
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All verses NIV version of the Bible

Week 1:
Self-Stewardship

READ: 1 Corinthians 9: 17-27
For Further Reading:

Romans 14:12
1 Corinthians 6:19-20
1 Corinthians 9:17
1Timothy 4:14-15
Romans 12:3-8
Matthew 10:39
Proverbs 4:23
Ephesians 6:10-18
Colossians 3:17
Matthew 22:37-40
Colossians 3:23-24
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Matthew 28:19-20
Matthew 25:21
Joshua 21:45

Loving yourself has become a popular and appealing idea. Books,
motivational speakers and self-help courses advocate self-love as the
path to success: to be successful you need to love yourself, esteem
yourself, and choose yourself before everything and everyone.
However, there is a countercultural, Jesus-centered alternative: self-stewardship.
In 1 Corinthians 9:17 St Paul writes that he is “entrusted with a stewardship”. This invites us
to discover a new perspective of ourselves as stewards of this one life that God has given
us. When we talk about self-stewardship we are invited to allow Gods light to shine into
our lives, to look at the condition of our hearts and to affect the way we see life. Jesus
makes it clear that we need to love God first, before we can love anybody else (Matthew
22:37). When we discover God’s love for us, this love spills out into the rest of our lives
and the world, ultimately benefitting others. There is no way we can send love and
peace into this world without first knowing God’s love.
Self-stewardship is essentially submitting our body, mind and spirit under the authority and
direction of Jesus. This means stewarding mind, heart, conscience, will, emotions, energy,
time, gifts, abilities and possessions – basically all that you are and have – to the glory of
God and the service of others: read Romans 12:1-2.
When we know God’s love for ourselves we care for our bodies differently: 1 Corinthians
6:19 invites us to see our bodies as belonging to God - as holy - and so to treat our bodies
with respect. This asks us to think about the food we eat, the choice of what we drink, the
inclusion of exercise into our lives, the sleep patterns we adopt and the people we have sex
with (1 Corinthians 6:15-20) – because we are stewarding our bodies for God.
When we know God’s love for ourselves then we care for our minds differently. 1
Corinthians 9:25 speaks of exercising self-control in the stewardship of our bodies. We will
choose carefully what we put into our minds – and choose what we will not put into your
minds! We have the choice to read or watch entertainment that destroys the mind God
has given us, or to take in information that helps us become the people that God dreamed
we can become.
When we know God’s love for ourselves then we care for our
spiritual life. We learn to accept who we are (warts and all)
but at the same time we long and strive for spiritual and
emotional growth. In this regard we have to put on the armour
of God daily (Ephesians 6:10-18) actively guarding our hearts and
minds against the temptations, doubts and the criticisms that
threatens to destroy us.
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We are all created to live meaningful, significant lives. No one wants to waste their life. We
are wired to be ambitious and to have a passion for life. To be intentional, effective,
productive, and impactful: to grow and develop. Unfortunately this sometimes makes us
slaves to ourselves – channeling our desires in
destructive ways. To change, we need God to change us
from the inside out. God changes the world by changing
individuals, training them to take up their stewardship
positions – sometimes by exercising discipline: read
Hebrews 12:10-11.
Those who cannot steward themselves cannot be
trusted to steward anything else – spouse, family,
church, community, government or otherwise. Our
challenge is to remain good stewards and not to be deceived into wanting to take control
of our lives and putting our “SELF” where Jesus needs to be. God equips us to blossom into
who he created us to be. Read Titus 1:7-9.

SMALL GROUP QUESTIONS:
Light a candle. Start your session with a few minutes of silence. Pray
that God will prompt and speak to each person individually, to face
our truths and to change our hearts.
1. What do you think of the following statement?
Have you found it true in your life? Please give examples.
“When we succumb to fear we forfeit our destiny, and we nullify the promises of God”.
2. Are you a good Steward to God? Where do you need to give more attention?
a. I am not putting God first.
b. I do not love myself.
c. I am not using the talents gifted to me.
d. I am neglecting my body.
e. I am not facing and dealing with my emotions.
f. I am neglecting my health.
g. I fear …… more than I fear God.
3. What impact do the above have on your relationship with God, your family, spouse,
friends, job, community, and your church attendance/volunteering?
4. What are you going to do to become a better self-steward? Share some ideas. Name
3 things that you will try to do differently from today. Ask the group to keep you
accountable.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6

FAMILY TIME:
Spend dinnertime together as a family. As you sit around the table affirm one
talent in each person that you see as a gift from God.

LIVING IT OUT:
Spend time with God this week, schedule quiet time, and listen to his whispers
of love and words of wisdom as he holds you to a place of healing and wellbeing. You can do this by spending quality time reading the Bible, using a verse for
meditation, or join a retreat. Once you have been filled, let that love overflow into
someone else’s life.
Listen to: “Come as you are” by Crowder (Album: Neon Steeple).

Week 2:
Managing my Possessions

READ: Luke 12:22-34
For Further Reading:

2 Corinthians 8:8-15
1Timothy 6:17-21
Mark 10:21
Acts 4:32-35
Luke 16:10-12
Proverbs 27:18
Luke 6:38
Proverbs 3:9
Hebrews 13:5.
1Timothy 6:6-10
Deuteronomy 31:6
2 Corinthians 9:6-11
1 Timothy 6:10
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When we take self-stewardship seriously and believe that we are God’s,
then what we own is also his. We have a responsibility to look after
ourselves but we also need to look after the things he entrusted to us.
How can what you own influence others and glorify God?
We are all different in personality and experiences. We have different commitments and
passions and so will live our lives in unique ways even if we follow a universal call. Our job
is to identify what our responsibilities, resources and roles are and to allow God to define
how we need to steward these in the time allotted us. Most of
what we have, we acquire with money. It is difficult to talk about
our money and resources, as we tend to get very defensive and
possessive about our stuff - as if our possessions define who we
are! We somehow measure our worth against our bank balance.
God does not; in fact he says the reverse!
We associate money with security and peace of mind. When we do not have
money we feel extremely vulnerable. Many of us live hand to mouth and live in fear,
dreading those surprise expenses. Others suffer the consequences of bad financial
decisions, debt a never-ending pit. Many are out of work and are trapped in bleak
hopelessness as we face extreme need. Money, we believe, is our only way to survive and
get rid of our anxieties and fears for the future. But God says where our treasure is, there
our heart is. Where is your heart, with God or in your bank account?
“Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father has been pleased to give you the kingdom. Sell your
possessions and give to the poor. Provide purses for yourselves that will not wear out, a treasure in
heaven that will never fail, where no thief comes near and no moth destroys. For where your
treasure is, there your heart will be also. Luke 12:32-34
How can we face our fears whilst considering that “our” money is God’s
money? By having faith that God cares and will provide for us. This is not to say that we
will always get what we want. Sometimes we will have to learn to patiently conform to
God’s timetable.
 Pursue God (1 Timothy 6:11) – replace all the things you chase with focus on Him.
 By accepting the consequences of bad decisions or uncontrollable events. Submit to
God’s ownership and receive his blessings. There are blessings in financial need
(Hebrews 12:10-11).
 Learn to be content not only with what we have, but with what we don’t have
(1Timothy 6:8).
 Need teaches us humility to be dependent on other people (Philippians 4:14-16), and
puts us in touch with other’s needs (2 Corinthians 1:3-4).
But godliness with contentment is great gain, for we brought
nothing into the world, and we cannot take anything out of
the world. But if we have food and clothing, with these we
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will be content. But those who desire to be rich fall into
temptation, into a snare, into many senseless and harmful
desires that plunge people into ruin and destruction. For
the love of money is a root of all kinds of evils. It is
through this craving that some have wandered away from
the faith and pierced themselves with many pangs. 1
Timothy 6:6-10
God gives, but we never really own it; we are just responsible for it. Everything is God’s.
No just our money, house, or car, even our time belongs to God. The Bible commands us
to make the most of our time, because our lives pass by quicker than we think.
Jesus was never in a panic about his resources or his time on earth. He believed that God
would ensure that he accomplished everything he was called to do (John 7:6). We have
many blessings to share with others. As we journey through life, it is not the money we
spent (or hoard) that we will remember – rather we will remember the human acts of
kindness and love, and the people we shared this with.

SMALL GROUP QUESTIONS:
Light a candle. Start your session with a few minutes of silence. Pray
that God will prompt and speak to each person individually, to face
our truths and to change our hearts.
1. Which resources are in short supply in your life?
2. What do you have in abundance that you can share with others?
3. Would you be able to downgrade your lifestyle if it betters the greater society?
Please explain your answer.
4. Why should we be careful about how we use our time? Are there ways in which you
could spend your time more wisely?
5. How is our church doing with regards to our stewardship of our resources? Are we
managing things in such a way that there is a great future for our church? Give
specific examples and email your responses to nadjaa@bmc.org.za

FAMILY TIME:

Clean out your cupboards together, and give to someone in need.

Try to break your dependency on something you feel you can’t do
without and replace it with time spent together as a family
(phone/PlayStation/TV watching).
 Bake biscuits together, package it with a Bible verse and hand it out to street vendors.

LIVING IT OUT:

Collect non-perishable foods and put them in a plastic bag. Bring them to
the church to distribute.
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 Volunteer your time on a Tuesday morning to cook and serve homeless people at BMC
(our Lazarus ministry).
 Volunteer your time on a Thursday (in the morning) to cook soup and/or serve the
homeless (in the evening).
Listen to: Amazing Grace (My chains are gone), Chris Tomlin (Album: How Great is Our
God).

Week 3:
Managing my Relationships

READ: Matthew 5:21-26 & 43-48
For Further Reading:

without it.

1 Peter 4:10-11
Romans 12:10
Galatians 6:2
Galatians 6:9-10
James 1:27
Ephesians 4:32
Matthew 6:1-4
1 Peter 3:8-12
Philippians 2:4
Ephesians 4:29-32

God made us stewards not just of ourselves and our resources, but
also of our relationships with the people around us. After learning to
love him and ourselves, we need to love others. We were created
for fellowship and community. We cannot function or grow

God says we need to love our neighbour. Often we convince ourselves that this is those
we associate with and like, but it is everyone that we come in contact with (even those we
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really dislike). It is easy to have relationships with people that we get on with or agree with.
It is much more difficult to find a heart link with someone that is just too different and
maybe even aggressive towards us. Read Matthew 5:43-44. We are convinced that others
see the world the same way we do, and are perpetually surprised when they don’t. Our
upbringing, culture and past experiences shape our
view of the world and people. Positive or negative, it
takes a lot of work (and maybe even an intervention)
to change these set ways of thinking (being).
We need people to differ from us so that we
do not grow one-dimensionally. It takes a bit of
growing up, effort and humility to allow others to
express themselves freely. To understand that they are not wrong or “against us”, their
views are just different from ours.
Sometimes our differences of opinion turn into conflict. This signals that we have moved
beyond disagreeing to a relational breakdown. These conversations are always difficult, but
avoidance only causes more problems. People dread confrontation as they have had painful
experiences in the past, but when you face this head on in a healthy positive manner, it
leads to better relationships. It leads to new levels of honesty, safety and intimacy and
increases trust. The best resolution to conflict is to negotiate a win-win situation, where
both parties agree to a “third place” where most needs are met. When both work at
formulating a solution to the problem there is buy-in that will ensure conflict resolution.
Read Matthew 5:46-47.
No matter where or how the conflict originated, we are each responsible for our part of
the relationship (it is a two way street) and we need to accept accountability for it – read
Matthew 5:23-24. Our attitude should not be to accuse, fix or change people. We need to
listen respectfully trying to understand where the other is coming from. Like us, not
everything about the other person is bad or wrong, and
there usually is common ground to work from.
There are times when other people let us down or use and
manipulate us, and even after trying our best to resolve the
conflict, we seem to be at an impasse. We have a
responsibility to relate to others in a godly way in all the
spheres of our lives: at work, and in a social or family context, but we have to keep
ourselves safe from destructive people as well. In such moments we learn to entrust this
relationship to God. It is better to take refuge in the LORD than to trust in humans. It is better to
take refuge in the LORD than to trust in princes. Psalm 118:8-9
Godly relationships glorify God and demonstrate the reality of the gospel in our
lives. How we treat people and speak about them even when we are not with them, shows
what kind of heart we have. People are in our lives for various reasons and seasons. The
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main goal of our life is to learn to love God and his people as they join us on our journey.
We are called to serve God together and care for each other: to be good stewards. St Paul
puts it in the following way: Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is
not proud. It does not dishonour others, it is not self-seeking, it is not
easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in
evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always
hopes, always perseveres. 1 Corinthians 13:4-7
How can we learn to love like this?
 Spend time with God. When you are connected to God, you want to please God and
will not allow negative things to come between you and the ones you love.
 Talk to God about your relationship. Pray for wisdom and discernment. Pray for those
you care about on a daily basis.
 Practice the fruits of the spirit (joy, love, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness…).
 Let God transform your heart with his love and grace. Live in his truth.
 Affirm and value the people in your life. Expect the best.
 Pray for those you love and those with whom you are in conflict with.
 Be a good leader. Authority brings special responsibilities (appeal rather than command).
 Be willing to pay the cost of a good relationship. It is hard work, sometimes forgiveness
is needed. We need to bear each other’s hurt.
 Never forget God’s grace given to you.

SMALL GROUP QUESTIONS:
Light a candle. Start your session with a few minutes of silence. Pray
that God will prompt and speak to each person individually, to face
our truths and to change our hearts.
Use the list below to assess the state of your relationships (personal, work, social).
HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
Has trust
Is supportive
Is not controlling
Does not play games
Encourages growth
Accepts boundaries
Respects differences
Isn’t afraid of conflict
Encourages individuality
Wants the best for the other person
Doesn’t try to change the other person
Practice open communication
Listen to each other

UNHEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
Fuels fear
Is obsessive
Is isolating
Is controlling
Doesn’t trust
Plays mind games
Ignores boundaries
Tries to get something by giving
Tries to change the other person
Doesn’t encourage individual growth
Need others to feel happy or valued
Passive aggressive communication
Does not hear the other person

(http://www.respectteam.com/blog/goals-for-2018-healthy-relationships)
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1. Is there someone you need to affirm or express your appreciation to at present?
2. Are there relationships in your life that you realise might be unhealthy and that you
will have to reassess? What will your next step be?
3. Why is it important to restore broken relationships?
4. How would you counsel someone that is finding it difficult to forgive someone else?
5. What does it mean to be our “brother’s keeper”?

FAMILY TIME:

Invite the extended family for dinner and try to affirm each one individually
throughout the time they are there.
 Write 3 things that you appreciate about your immediate family in a self-made card and
share it with each other.

LIVING IT OUT:

Organise a “social” at work or school and let people change where they
sit after each course to get to know each other better.
 Join a small group (home, class or connect) to enjoy fellowship and be challenged to
grow.
Listen to: In Christ Alone – Maranatha Music (Top 100 Praise and Worship Songs)

Week 4:
Our Legacy (The Environment)

READ: Genesis 1:26-31; Psalm 24:1-2
For Further Reading:

Psalm 24:1
Genesis 2:15
Matthew 25:21
Psalm 89:9-13
Numbers 35:33-34
Jeremiah 2:7
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Deuteronomy 11:12
Genesis 1:28
Revelation 11:18
Proverbs 12:10
Job 12:7-10

Nothing displays God’s power and creativity as much as the
environment. This world is our most precious and needed resource
and God made us stewards of it! (Genesis 1:28) This does not give us
permission to rule over it
Amish Proverb: We do not inherit
indiscriminately, but calls us to thoughtfully
the world from our ancestors; we
consider our resources and manage them
borrow it from our children.
responsibly.
We are the managers or administrators of his world, acting on his behalf. God
has empowered us with tools and gifts to survive: produce food and maintain it. We often
take it for granted that we live in a “human friendly” environment; that we can breathe, eat,
drink and find shelter easily. However, we are slowly and systematically replacing nature
with plastic goods and junk. Job 12:7-8 invites us to listen to the life that inhabits our world,
to hear the cry of the animals and birds, the bushes and the fish: the fact is that we are
destroying our most basic resources, not caring that those that come after us will have
nothing to live on and with.
Visit the web site: theworldcounts.com. You can see live counts of (amongst others) the
world population as it grows, but it also provides the following facts:
 We are producing enough waste to circle the Earth 1000-times over.
 Only 1% of China’s citizens are breathing air that is considered safe by the EU.

We only have 1% of the world’s
available freshwater ready for personal
use. 87% of it is used in agriculture and
60% is wasted due to misuse.
The Great Pacific Garbage Patch in

the middle of the ocean is believed to have
over 100 million tons of garbage, mostly
plastics.
http://www.theworldcounts.com/stories/Environm
ental-Facts-and-Statistics

As our landfills and oceans slowly overflow with garbage, and our forests shrink to a few
trees, we must wonder what God is thinking about our stewardship. Are we using this vast
and incredible creation as he intended, wisely, patiently and tenderly, praising God through
it? Do we live simple, humble lives devoted to serving God or do we live a self-centered
life, full of excess.
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Looking at the evidence around us, we are exploiting his gift. In our greed we are damaging
the environment and thus the lives of others, both now and in the future. Whilst most of us
have started to recycle, we still do not get
involved in preserving our world, as we should.
There are a few things that we can start
doing - even small thing will have a big
impact later.
 Switching off your lights when not used (go
romantic with candles).
 Save water at every opportunity (wash your teeth with a glass of water).
 Re-cycling paper, plastic and glass.
 Buy products and services that are environmentally sound and educate others
accordingly.
 Share resources (car pool).
 Make use of solar power and other energy sources (battery-powered cars).
We need to change our attitudes about how we use our power over God’s world. We
need to always be thinking: conservation, anti-pollution, sustainability and resource
management with everything we do. He never intended for us to destroy it. We are here
to cultivate and rejuvenate it for future generations. Let us stop now! Our legacy will be
real and awesome when we start living in total obedience to God.
To the LORD your God belong the heavens, even the highest heavens, the
earth and everything in it. Deuteronomy 10:14
Did you know: “Plastic fabrics like nylon and polyester release tiny fibers called micro plastics
every time you wash them. It is estimated that every wash releases 900 micro plastics into the
waterways and soon the ocean. From there they end up in the stomachs of whales and mussels,
which play important roles in the ecosystem. Next time you buy clothes; opt for plant-based
products, like bamboo, cotton and linen if you can? (Lifestyle Sunday Times 19.8.2018 p 15)

SMALL GROUP QUESTIONS:
Light a candle. Start your session with a few minutes of silence.
Pray that God will prompt and speak to each person individually,
to face our truths and to change our hearts.
LEADER: please give each person a “part of nature” to
admire (grass/ a shell/ a stick/ a leaf).
1. Have you ever loaned something to a friend, only to have it returned in worse shape
than it was given? How did you feel?
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2. How should we respond if goodness is damaged by human actions? Can you name
something that is happening currently in your sphere of influence that you could
address?
3. Does God care for animals like he does humans? Please discuss.
4. What can you (this small group) do to ensure that you leave a healthy functioning
world to those that will come after you? Keep each other accountable.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FAMILY TIME:
1. Make a list of all the changes you can change in your home to make your
habits more environmentally friendly. Keep each other accountable.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Spend time outside, reveling in the creativeness and power of God’s creation. Take a
walk around the garden or the outdoors. Praise God for his wonderfully made world.
3. Pick up the trash at school / at work / in your neighbourhood.

LIVING IT OUT:





Let people know that you care about the environment by changing your habits
and educating people about the dangers of wasting.
Stop using plastic straws.
Collect plastic bottle tops for our
wheel-chair initiative.
Help out at an animal shelter (or adopt
a pet).
Do a prayer walk through your
neighbourhood and pick up trash as
you go.

Listen to: Overcome – Elevation Worship
(Album: There is a cloud).
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